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PRODUCTION OF LEVULINIC ACID 

F1ON CELLULOBE 

INThODLTcT ION 

One of the conon sights to be seen in the great 

lumber producing area of the Northwest is the lumber mill 

with its waste burner going day and night . Even. with the 

strong emphasis al' the past few years on couservation of 

natural resourcc, the burners still operate, standing as 

evidence that complete utilization of the timber tr-- 

uU; 0f OU great natural resource8--i not yet attained. 

It is of great importance to the present and future econ- 

oy of this region that the wood now wasted by turning 

or other xaeaxis should be utilized in some profitable way. 

Certain.1yeffort toward that end have been made. Soue 

of these efforts, such as fiber boaid uanufactrn'e, have 

been quite successful, while others, sucia as ethanol pro- 

duction from wood hydrolysates, haire not. This latter 

instance points up the economic aspect of the problem, as 

waste wood derived products must be able to compete favor- 

ably ith other similar products, and the processing of 

products from waste wood iust also be ccu;etitively com- 

patible. 

It was the purpose of this investigation to explore 

another avenue leading to more coiplete utilization of 
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waste wood through the production o± levulinic acid. 
This acid, a relatively high priced coimaodity, is de- 

rived froi the cellulose fraction of the wood. However, 

as pulping oerations are quite expensive, it would be 

uneconowical to isolate the cellulose from whole wood; 

therefore, this study is a preiiinary step toward tn.e 

eventual goal of utilizing natural woods 

The formation of levulinic acid from carbohydrates 

proceeds fro the simple hcxoe sugars. This means that 
in any attempt to obtain the acid from coinlex carbo- 

hydrates such as starch and cellulose, a preliminary hyd- 

rolysis to the hexoses must be carried out. It has long 

been Iiown that hexose sugars treated with a mineral 

acid give rise to formic and levulinic acids. However, 

the exact mechanism of the process is not too clear. 

The postulation of the mechanism is as follows (10, pp. 

481-482): 

-öH20 H20 
hexose sugar hydroxymetìiylfurfural 

CliO O 

I /\ 
CUbil HOCH2C C - CHU 

I II II 

CHOR CH - CH 

CHOU 

CHOH 

CL)OH 
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H20 hyd.roxydiketoa1deiydo H20 

7o 'p 
HOCH2C C-CHO 

Cil2- CH2 

5 hydroxylevulinaidehyde ar.d f orDlic acid 

1100H2C/ do + HC-OH 
CH2 - 

1-5 dismutation 
________________ levulinic acid 

H+ O O 

H3C_?" ?- 
0H 

Cil2 - Ci1 

The formation of' levulinic acid from hydroxyniethyl- 

furfu.ral has been proved, Stoichioinetricaily the re- 
lationship between a hexose and levulinic acid is given 

by the traditional equation: 

C6H1206 CH3C- CH2CH2C -OH f HC-OH + H20 

This relationship i not too rigid, for various side 

reactions occur with the result that carbon dioxide and 

huiic acids are also formed in considerable quantities. 
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Th obscurity of the exact iaechnism notw1thstaing, 

considerable work ha been done toward eocrciai pro- 

duction of ievulinlc acid. It has been shown that the 

hydrolysis of celiuioze to glucose and tii deconiposition 

of glucose under the influence of iinera1 acid cta1ysts 

are both first orthr reactions (il, pp.4_8)0 jnvet1_ 

gations on the production of levulinic acid from such 

nateria1s as sucrose (5); agricultural wastes including 

rico hulls znd straw, cotton boils, soybean skin, and 

corn husks (13); wood hydrolysate slops fra ethanol pro- 

ductioi (i)(3); and the like have beeu niade, There Is 

rather extensive data given in the literature concerning 

the effects of temperature, catalysts, catalyst concen- 

tratlon, and tinte on the yields of levulinic acid from 

sucrose and starch (7)(l6, p.2324). Starch, because of 

its availability and solubility in water, is the commonly 

used source of carbohydrate for levuJ.inic acid, and pat- 

exits relating to its manufacture and recovry from that 

source have been issued (7), one patent, own:d by the 

Alien Property Custodian, relates to the manufacture of 

the acid from wood (12). This patent is quite comprehen- 

sive in its coverage of process conditions and claims 

yields of twenty to twenty-five percent of the starting 

material. AS would be expected, very little data was in- 

cluded in the patent application. 
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ftom the outzet, then, it wa reasonable to assume 

that levulinic acid could be produced from cellulose and 

wood in fair yields. The question remaining was under 

what conditions consistent with good economy could the 

optimum yield be obtained. 

Before an investigation into these conditions could 

be started, a method for quantitative estimation of levu- 

linie acid had to be found. There were three possibili- 

ties open for a quantitative method, these being based 

on the three different functional groups of the levulinic 

acid molecule, These g:eoups are, of course, the acid, 

keta, and acetyl groups. The use of any one of them has 

its drawbacks, but a method for the acetyl group was chos- 

en as being best suited for the work at hand, The ana- 

lytical procedure chosen is duo to Theodor Ploetz and 

Hilde Bartels (9, pp.1456-1459), who elaborated on an 

earlier work by Savare. Savare based his determination 

on the iodoform reaction and computed his results on the 

usual basis of six iodine atoms used per molecule of 

levulinic acid, ploetz and Bartels, however, found this 

determination to be inacourato, as the results were de- 

pendent on the amount of base (potassium hydroxide) used 

in the reaction. BY adding excess base, they fouxd that 

iown amounts of levulinic acid (methyl ester or silver 

salt decomjoscd before titration) could be reported with 
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an error of plu8 or minus four percent. Also, these in- 

vestigators computed their results on a basis of eight 

iodine atoms used per molecule of levulinic acid. Fur- 

ther, they claimed that in the presence of the excess 

base, the eight iodine reaction occurs to the exclusion 

of the six iodine reaction. This method from all appear- 

ances seemed to meet the requirements of the investigation. 
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PEIMLkTÁL ¡ORK 

In starting the investigation, the initial niajcr 

factors to be resolved were two; naiaely, an apparatus 
adequate for the study and an exanilnation oi the ana- 
lytical procedure to determine its reliability. 

.kPPAE(ATUS. The requirements for a suitable appara- 
tus called for an autoclave capable of being heated to 

temperatures of 150°C to l)O°C in a relatively short 
period of time. Once at temperature, one should be able 
to niaintain the pressure with rather close liuits for the 
duration of the cook. It would be advantageous to rotate 
the autoclave to promote mixing as the reactions arc in 
progress, and relief of pressure should be carried out in 
a short tiie. The autoclave preferably would be of such 

a size as to acconimodate several sample bon]bs, 

Of the equipment at the authorls disposal, an experi- 
mental, stainless steel pulping digester was deemed most 

suitable, This machine had a worLd.ng temperature range up 

to 205°C and was fitted so as to be heated either by 

direct steam or by injecting steam into the digester 
jacket. Time to pressure on experimental cooks was found 

to be less than five minutes, and relief could be accom- 

plished in the same time interval. The steam line was 

equipped with a pneumatic thermostatic control valve for 
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temperature regulation. Regulation could be checked by 

iiieans of a recording thermoxneter, whose thermocouple w.s 

located inside the digester cooking chaiber, The wh1e 

apparatus was mounted on tunnioris and could be rotated 
during the entire cooking cycle. As to Size, the dig-. 

ester was much larger than necessary, which constituted 

one of its major drawbacks. Even in a conp1eto cook, 

the greter part of tue cooking chamber wa urui'illed, 

causing considerable condensation, The conthnste tended 

to slosh back and forth across the therritocoupie leads as 

the digester rotated, causing erratic tenperature swings 

to be recorded, At higher temperatures, this was parti- 
cularly noticeable. Another jor drawback with the set- 
up was the quality of the steam, which varied considerably 

from cook to eook This nmde exact cooking conditions 

ipossibie to duplicate. Finally, the pneumatic steam 

regulating valve was not very sensitive, nor ws its sen- 

sitivity the same at all temperatures. This also caused 

erratic temaperature swings that iilitated against repro- 

ducibility of conditions, 

To hold the sa1n)les during the cook, eight-inch test 
tubes of pyrex, chemical-resistant glass, and soft glass 

were fashioned into bombs by sealing the open end. Trial 
cooks were then made with actual samples--five grans of 



cellulose in contact with fifty mis. o mineral acid, 
The2c trial runs showed no brealcage with pyrex bombs, 

occ.iona1 breakage with choaica1resitant g1as, and 

somewhat higher breakage with soft glass bombs. on the 
strength of this performnce, eight-tnch by one-inch 

culture tubes of chetiica1-z'ezistant glass were used for 
bombs throughout the investigation. Stainless steel 
bombs were not considcred for corrosion characteristics 
reasons A rack for holding six glass bombs (shown in 
Figure 1) was made from fourteen-gauge galvanized theet- 
iron strips and. rein-bonded lywood for top and bottom. 

The bottom was xaade adjustable to take bombs from five 
to eight inche$ in length, Hangers, permanently attached 

to the digester cover, made it possible to fasten or take 

off the boib raci with little delay, To open the bombs, 

a hot wire glass cutter served satisfactorily, although 

there was a tendency for bombs to explode when opened. 

This was no doubt due to the carbon dioxide evolved in 
the reaction. 

In investigations using samples too large for the 

capacity of the test tube bombs, another apparatus had 

to be used as the digester would be attacked by the acid 

catalysts employed. For these larger cooks, a copper 

autoclave (showTl in Figure ) was used. This autoclave 

was constructed to operate at pressures considerably in 
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FIGURE I. 

Bomb Rack 

(i) Sheet metal strips 

(2) Resin bonded plywood top 

(AdjustabIe bottom 

(4) Bomb in place 



FIGURE 2. 

Diagram of Experimental 

Copper Autoclave 

--i (7) 

(i) Pressure gauge 
(2)Relief valve 
(3)Condenser 
(4)St earn inlet 
(5) Sight glass 

(6)Bolted,flanged cover 
(7) Fisher burner 

(2) 
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exces.s of those attained in the investigation, It was 

fitted with a steaxi inlet, pressure gauge, sight glass, 

relief valve, and a condenser. The autoclave could also 

be heated by xiieans of Fisher burners if necessary, 

TESTS ON THE ANALYIICAL kROCEDtL. The actual jro- 

cedure of the ploetz deterxaination is given as follows. 

To a sample of levulinic acid (one to ten ings, in one to 

five xals. of water) is added ten mis, of 1/lo N. iodtne 

solution. Excess base (ten mis. of N. otass1um hydrox- 

ide) is added with shaking, and the reaction is allowed 

to proceed for ten minutes. At the end of this time, 

the iodofor is filtered off, the filtrate acidified with 

ten x1s. of N. hydrochloric acid, and the excess iodine 

titrated with 1/10 N. sodium thiosulfate, 
Ploetz and Bartels investigated the effect of the 

reaction variables on the results of the determination, 

They concluded that the results were not influenced. by 

temperature in the 3. to 30°C range, Time for iodoform 

foruation could be £roLi ten minutes u to two ad a half 

hours with no effect on results, although times less than 

ten minutes tended to show results that were too Low, 

The iodine must be added in at least 1/3 excess with a 

larger excess not beim harriful. At least three. 1s. of 

N. potassium hydroxide must be used when ten mais, of 1/10 

N. iodine solution have been added. lodoform should be 
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filtered off or results will be too low, Forr4c acid in 

the hydro1yate test solution doe5 not inter±ei'c. However, 

uxidecompo3ed sugar pre3ent in the hydrolysate will luter- 

fere, as the sugars are subject to hypolodite oxidation. 

Weì this condition exists, the rsults iust be corrected 

for u;ar the basis of tiro iodine aton8 used per o1e- 

culo of glucose, Hence, a reducing zugar Ueterzaìnation 

of sorne kind ciust be iade, Also when sugar is present, 

the arnount ci' alkali added nust be kept to a ththum, so 

only three rnls. of N. potasiu: hydroxide re used, 

The first attept8 at using this procedure were far 

froì successful, trial rim was nade using five grains 

of cellulose in contact with four percent hydochlorie 

acld This axple was then cooked in the digester for 

one hour at 150°C. The resulting hydrolysate was filter- 

ed free froez huic materials, diluted to 500 zils,, and 

divided into two parts, One half was extracted with ethyl 

ether for six hours in a continuous liquid-liquid extract- 

or. The extrct was separat froc the solvent, diLuted 

to 250 mis,, afld a Pioetz deter.nation for levulinic acid 

was made. By this procedure, the reducing sug rs in the 

hydrolysate would have been largely eiiniìated, leaving. a 

crude levulinic acid extract for subseauent determinations. 

The other half of the hydrolysate was neutralized, and 

detrì31nationß for levulinic acid (ploetz inethod) and 
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reducing sugar Somogyi determination (2, p.l96) were 

rnade. It was assumed that when the reducing sugar cor- 

rection was nade, both halves of the hydrolysate should 

show identical percentages of ievulinic acid. This was 

not the case, as can be seen by the results given in 

Table i on page 20. Saìpie #2 in that table was cooked 

with six percent hydrochioric acid, but in ail other re- 

spects, the two samples listed were treated in the same 

way. 

It was obvious that in order to rectify the dis- 

crepancies described above, the determinations must be 

run on ïcnown samples of levulinic acid, To this end, 

loo grams of chemically pure acid were ordered. Its as- 

say against a standard base was £)8.40 percent pure. With 

this acid the tests described below were carried outs 

Tests tine reaction. The tests were carried 

out as per ploetz method except that various times of re- 

action were used, Results listed in Table 2 on page 20 

are reported on initiai amounts of levulinic acid correct- 

ed for the assay value. 

A glance at the table will show that the literature 

contention as to reaction time is borne out. The actual 

time used in all subsequent determinations was maintained 

at fifteen minutes. 

rests reovai A Stock solution 
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containing 1.907 grams of leviflinie acid :.r liter was 

de up, and various aliquots of that solution were taken 

as samples. ploetz deterxinaticns were then. made with 

and 'rrithout filtering off the iodoforu, The data for these 

tests is giveì in Tables 3 xid 4, page 21, and they show 

that the res-ults obtained conform to those given in the 

1terate. Ali deter.inations riade subseciuently were fil- 

tered free of iodoform0 

Teste uin tÌij' um iount poti.ssium hydrox- 

i1c. All teits uoted previously were carried out using 

ten mis, of norial base. However, it was thought advis- 

able to test the results obtained by using the rinimum 

amount of three xls. U. potassium hydroxide, Tha results 

(shown in Table 5, yage 22) are obviously iuch too low. 

1en when compixed on a basis of six iodine atoms used per 

o1ecu1e of lL.ilifliC acid, the results (85.83 percont 

levu1nic acid) are too low, indicating that using the 

minimal anoznt of alkali is nt reliable. 

Tests rind eauivalerice value reduc1n. 

A1thouch the tests in the section above might explain why 

the earlier experimental results did not agree, the'e ws 

also the possibility that the relationship of two atoxs of 

iodine per molecule of glucose was not valid for certain 

concentration ranges of glucose. In fact, that is quite 

probable in view or the results obtained. In thcse tests, 



pioetz deteriainations were run. on known solutions of 

glucose. The anount of base added was either three or 

ten mis. of N. potassiu hydroxide, as noted in Table 6, 

page 22. 

The results shown in Tb?e 6 indicate that large 

variations ifl the iodine equivalence values exist. How- 

ever, it must be pointed out that the variations may not 

actually be that large. Tne iodine and thiosulfate sol- 

utions were too concentrated (1/10 N.) for an exact test 

with such sll amounts of glucosc For exaiipïe, with 

ten izu2s. of 1/10 N. iodine solution, the titration with 

the saine strength thOSUJ1í&tC would perhaps use 9.85 xrls. 

in one test and ),65 mis, in another. This difference 

of 0.2 mis. would represent a difference of about 0.5 

in equivalence value. Not enough tests were made and the 

ones that were nade were not accurate enough to be able 

to derive the exact equivalence values. However, it was 

believed that even with this considered, the results were 

indicatIve and needed no further refining for the purpose 

of the investigation. 

sts Ploetz dtermination with known amounts 

levulinic çjt icj reduci sugar presçnt. This series 

of tests was made to check the determination as it would 

be run in actual ;ractice. Glucose was added to a known 

levulinic acid solution to make concentrations of glucose 
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corresponding to forty, thirty, twenty, and ten percent 
of the levulinic acid present, All of the results of 
these tests are somewhat low, particularly the analyses 
using three ml. of potassium hydroxide, although they 

were COflLÇUtCd on a basis of six 1/mol levulinic acid. 
This can be seen in Table 7, page 3. 

The conclusion to be drawn from these facts is that 
analyses of the unextracted hydrelysate are too much in 
error to be used reliably, even though their use would 

be advantageous as far as economy of time is concerned. 

On the other hand, tests made on extracted sampics of 

knowxi levulinic acid content averaged 96,25 percent 

levulinic acid recovered, This is within the error for 
the determination as reortod in the literature, 

In order to make tests on an extract, a scLution of 

0.6302 grams of C.P. levulinic acid and 0.5 grams of 

glucose in four percent hythochioric acid was extracted 

-îith ethyl ether for six hours in a continuous liquid-- 
liquid extractor. The solvent was stripped off and the 

extract diluted to 250 mis. with water, Pioetz deter- 
mination was then niade on a suitable aliquot of the levu- 

linie acid solution, 
Inasmuch as six hours was a considerable time, and 

inasmuch as the major portion of the acid should be ex- 

tracted in less time, four-hour extractïon periods were 
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used subsequently. Test solutions containing levuLinic 

acid, glucose, and hydrochloric acid were extracted under 

the saa'e conditions ol' tinie and volume that were used 

during the invstigation in ordur to get a factor to 

employ for the shorter tine of' extraction. This was 

found to be O.952. Subsequent reported percentages of 

levulinic acid are rau.1ti1ied by its reciprocal. 

Mention should also be ade of the determinations 

on the rcsidue It was apparent by visual observation 

of some of the early experimental cooks that not all of 

the cellulose present was hydrolysed. To dc:tcrminc how 

much was not hydrolysed, the residuo, after drying and 

weighing, was subjected to additional hydrolysis in the 

standard TAPPI lignin detcriulnation (15, T222 ra_43). It 

was assumed that humic substances would act siir;ilarly to 

the lignin in the test. 
The rcsidue was also chocked for the aìúount of levu- 

linie acid which ight reiiain associated with it after 

washing. To test for this, zanp1es of residue were wash- 

od -rith .rater until the washings were colorless; the 

residue was dried for six hours at 1000C to 105°C and 

weighed. The mat formed on filtering and drying was crush- 

ed to a fine powder and then extracted six hours with 

ethyl ether in a Soxhiet apparatus. The solvent was 

stripped off, and ploetz determinations were made on the 



diluted extract, Results of these tests showed that there 

was less than 0.2 percent levulinic acid associated with 

the residue (based on oven-dry cellulose samples). On 

the strength of these results, the residue, washed uiitil 

washings were colorless, was considered to be free from 

levulinic acid, 

on the basis of these tests and their results, the 

analytical procedure selected for use throughout the in- 

vestigation is given in the following diagram: 

FIGURE 3 

xyflJF1ow thet 

-residue - 
filter 

ydrolysate 
wash with 

H20 
-filtrate 

dry 6 hrs. 
at l000C 

weigh 

ether 

extract ion 

72% sulfuric 
acid "lignin" 
determina- 
t ions 

Ploetz deter- 
rnination on 
aliquots of 
diiuted ex- 
tract 

1. Solvent stripped off and extract diluted to 250 ls. 
with 1120, 
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Jpta testi aJ...'rt.jcal rocecLrc: 

TABLE 1 

Results of luttai TrtaJ o the Analytical Schene. 

S1e tier eacted textracted 

Weight levulinic acid 1.314 g. 0.85? g. 
percent levulinic acid1 26,3 17.2 

S1e 2 
Weight levulinic acid 1,56 g. 
percent levulinic acid1 31,0 

TABLE 2 

Resuts or Tet on. 1imes of eacttcn. 

T1ne 

b £ainute 
10 minutes 
15 Llinutes 
20 iainutes 

i4..4. 

95.32 
97.97 
97.86 % 
£6.41 

g. 
24,4 

Error 

-4.68 % 
-2.03 % 
-2.14 % 
-3.59 % 

1. percent based on weight of oven-dry cellulose, 

2 percent levulinic acid basc:d cn corrected aLcuouxit of 

levulinic acid present. 
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TABLE 3 

. levulinic Wt, levulinic - levulinic % erro1 
d Ji . acid 

9.3856 nig. 8.8191 n. 93.J7 -6.03 
7.O83 irg. 7.0656 mg. 94,15 -5.85 
5,6313 ing. 5,2609 mg, 93.43 -6,57 
3,8195 mg. 3,5180 mg. 93.71 -6.29 
1,8771 mg, 1.7815 mg, 94.1 -5.D9 

AVE.:LGE 

TABLE 4 

... 
. 

-. tevulinic .It, levuUnic % levulinic % erroz 
cid in amD1e acid found aQid 

9,3856 ing. 9,1851 iug. 97.86 2.14 
/5Qß3 ing. 7.2460 ing. 96.51 -3.49 
5.6313 ing. 5.5582 ing. 98.70 -1,30 
6,w.Ob mg. 3.7b3 . -0,24 
1,8771 ng, 1.90&2 mg, JLQIII66 L66 

AVJ.RAGE 9&89 
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TABLE 5 

flesu.Lts oL Pioetz. Deteati 

Weight levulinie acid present 9.3856 mg, 
Weight levulinic acid fo4nd 6,0356 g. 
percent levulinic acid found 64.37 % 

TABLE 6 

fie5ti1ts o Ploetz fleterainatons 

iion I<mow Giucoe SoJtiQn1 

Vt. g1ucoe 
per. £a11e 

M1. N. 
KO & 11C 

No, of I atozis 
. uedjno1 g1ucQs , 

3.66 mg. 3 4.26 
2,86 mg, 3 5,5O 
1.9:J_ mg. 7 3.21 
0.95 mg. 2.70 Av. 342 

- -î--- ----- .. 

8.66 mg 

. -. 

10 

- - 

3,9? 
2.86 mg, . 

10 
1.91 mg. 10 4,14 
0.95 mg. 10 5,62 j,y, 4,38 

_. 
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TABLE 7 

on lÇnpwn LevulixU.c. cidG1ucoe oitkjj 

wt levulinic Wt, g1ucoe Mis, N. %Levuiinic 
acid XOE & 11Cl .cid. foun. 

9.3858 , 3.68 ing. 10 94,6 
9.3856 mg. 2,86 ing. 10 94,3 
9.3856 ing. 1.91 mg, lo 95,0 
9,386 ing. 0,96 ¡ng, 10 95, 
9.3856 ng. 3.68 ng, 3 78. 
9,3856 ing. 2.86 ¡ng, 3 
9.3856 ing. 1.91 ing. 79,3 
9.3856 mg. 0.96 ¡ng, 3 79.7 

1, Computed with iodnc equivalent of 2 I used/mol glucose. 

2. Computed on a basis of G I used/io1 levulinic acid, 
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INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING YIELD. The ziajor 

yield influencing factors to be studied were the ffets 

of time, temerture, catalysts, and eonccntrtions of 

catalysts. Lesser factors were chemical to cellulose 

ratic and the particle size of the samples. Of course, 

variations in one of the factors listed above call for a 

change in the other conditins. For example, if the re- 

action were to be ¡'un at boiling temperature, the times 

become excessively long in order to attain even a fair 

yield. However, the literature reported good yields from 

starch, et al, in the general range of 130°C to 1800C 

toniperature, one to six hourt tine, catalysts either 

sulfuric or hy.irochlorie acid, and acId concentrations 

varying from two to ten percent. There vere special cat- 

alysts listed in the literature, szch as hydxobrowic acid 

(8, pp.707-708), phosphoric acid (5, pp.1431-1441), and 

soìue salt catalysts (14, pp.3_556). Or these, the 

bydrobroinic acid showed considerable promise as being the 

most effective catalyst. The information given about 

salt catalysts was rather slight, but enough promise was 

shorn for a cursory investigation, at least. phosphoric 

acid appeared to act very sinilarly to sulfuric, so no 

further investigation was deemed necessary. 

With this background, it was decided to use three 

acid catalyst s--sulfuric, hydrobromic, and hydrochloric -- 
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in Concentrations of two, four, six, nd eight percent, 

as well as to ixivetigate the effects of salt catalysts, 

o 
The temperature range selected was 150 C to 1O C with 

tiJAes Of one, two, and three hourz used, j to liquid 

to cellulose ratios, work on wood hydrolysi5 done at the 

Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin (U, pp. 

9...lO) indicated that an infinite ratio vas the theoretic- 

al optimì, However, the ratio they found practical to 

use as 10:1, It was found in this investigation that a 

20:1 ratio gave better yields, so that ratio was iain 

tamed throughout . 

CoO.2 US1n Ju1o3e j ieter. The eeUu- 

lose used in the invetigatiou was obtained from the 

Rayonier Corporation of Shelton, Washington, in the f orii 

of pulp sheets. These sheets were twelve-inch squares of 

bleached pulp weighing about fifty grains and save an ana- 

lysis of 89.5e percent alpha cellulose (15, T202 m-44) 

and 0.064 percent ash (15, T211 m_44) . The p1ysical form 

of this cellulose provided one of the initial problens, 

that being to reduce the s1eet to suitably sized particles 

or fibers, Attempts were ide to cut it into small 

squares of about 1/8 inch in diEension, but this was dis- 

carded as being too tedius, and because of the lack of 

uniforiaity in the size of the squarest Next, strijs of 

L see Table 13, page 34 for data, 



the material were ground in a Wiley jjj This treatnent 

gave a product that woried very well as fa as yields of 

1evu1iriic acid were concerned, However, there were draw- 

backs; one was the fact that th ceilulose was rlufr6d up 

considerably, and another was that the material tended to 

foriu impervious p1us iii the boibs, Finally, atteipts 

were made to simulate a "broke" beater action on the cel- 

lulose, This was done in a food iixer type of beater, 

which worked quite satisfactoriLy in separating the uiiate- 

rial into small bundles of fibers. The fibrous material 

was air dried before use, As was anticipated, it tended 

to form hard luiips nd nats again when dried, However, 

on treatixient with the acid solutions, this Laateriai re- 

hyfrated quite readily, ìi yields were not quite as high 

froD3 the beaten stock as from the xatcrial growid on the 

Jiley iiU, but this process had the advantages of being 

easy to standardize and also in being a fair duplication 

of coaaercial procedures. All saiples were prcpart.d by 

adding enough water to the dry cellulose ta rorm a slurry 

of ten percent consistency, and the mixture was beaten for 

ono hour. ccess water was squeezed out, the material was 

allowed to air dry, and finally it was stored in an air 

tight container for several days before standard moisture 

determinations (15, T210 m-45) were made. 

The over-all scheke of the test runs was the 



£'ollowing. To test the axn concentration of the three 

catalysts under the same conditions, three boiths contdn- 

jug the seme perceutae of each of thc ctaLyt were 

cooked together in the d±gestcr. J1iiie this etnt that 

acids of differeflt concentrations were run in. dUforcnt 

cooks--xid hence, the ouditiox were not exactly the 

saie--t least the same concentrations could be coiupared 

wider identical conditions, run, then, rs nade rith 

two percent concentrations t ?500C rQr one houï', follow- 

ed by ruu uth concentrations of four, six, xid eight 

percent under coaditions whichwee kept a close as 

o - 

possible to 150 c md one iour, this erie of runs was 

followed by others at 170°C for one hou.r arj.d at 190°c for 

oie hou? t4hen the 011e -hour cooks were finished, two and 

three-hour intervals were ued, repea.tin the aame teiip 

erature schedule. In the course of these deteriiatious, 

it becaiiie apparent that the optiium yield point were 

passed, so on the suceeedth triais, the coiitions were 

restricted soiewhat, This point will be rnad rierer in 

the tablez of data and graphs to f ollow 

in the following tables, all percentages are report 

ed on the basis of oven-dry cellulose, Th figures in 

the column headed "formic acidu are calculated from the 

stoichiornetric relationship of one mol formic acid pro- 

duced per mol of levuuinic acid, The sum of the values 
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listed under the headings "undecoposed ce11u1oset and 

"huiriiC acido equals the percentage total residue. The 

total residue and the residue after rebydrolysis (huziic 

acids) were actually determined. The final co1urn la- 

beled "unreported by analysis" liste valuc s obtained by 

the difference between the um of the other coluns and 

100 percent. s euch, it probably represente the unde- 

coniposed sugars in the hydrolysate and/or tue carbon 

dioxide evolved in tho reaction. 
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£i ceJ-u10 eoçk 

TABLE 8 

e1d of Levuiic 

Lti- Coo3 pf 15p0 for QflL IiU. 

Values based ori percent of oven-dry weight of cellulose 

Cat alyst LVUlifl- Fornic tTndec o- Huic unr eport ed 
ic acid acid posed acid by analysis 

- 
ulq -- - 

2 112604 586 2,Z2 12.'?6 2.06 17.00 
2% rn3r 6.51 2,8 62,21 1,28 21.42 
25 HC1 24.08 9.55 L4.81 14.63 37.13 

45 H2SO4 8.2 3.54 64.15 2.24 21.15 
ItBr 11.16 4,42 58,10 .89 23.43 

4% HC1 36,76 
-:.: 

14.58 
-- 

129? 
: 

11.23 24.46 

-- 

6g so 15.01 5. 4.75 34.00 
6 r 4,88 9.83 10.39 1O,6 
6% UC1 45.91 18.69 0.51 L.O5 

8% HSO4 1,O% 8,56 24..0 6o3 38.10 
8% }r 47.61 18.2. 0.05 9.88 23.54 
8 rci .57 17.30 0.24 13.16 2b.'1i 
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TAELE 9 

ai oí' Ivuiin1e kC. 

\;ith Cooks oÍ 1r/pOc for (ne TTaur 

Values basd on prccnt of gvdry weiitf ei1ula5e 
Catalyst Levuiln- Formic Ufldecoi- Hufdc 1Jreported 

ic acid acid sed. 

eiluipc 
acid by analysis 

2% HSO4 

--i- 

38.31 15.19 2.91 10.33 33.2e 
2% r 4,38 1/.58 1,05 2.82 27.17 
2% Hei 46,85 1852 1.34 13.62 19.67 

4% 
4% 
4% 

H9604 
Hr 
11Cl 

40.01 
56,25 
41,68 

15.83 
22,27 
16.51 

- 

2.01 
1.18 
1.15 

12,95 
11.98 
13.86 

. 

29.20 
8.32 
26.70 

- 

6% 

- - 

112SO4 35.79 14.19 1.78 15,43 3.81 
6% Hi3r 50.4? 19.95 0.47 11.10 18.01 
6% HCÎ 36.00 14.28 0.3e L .76 35.60 

N2SO4 29.20 11.58 1.71 16,21 41.30 
34.25 13,5e 0,01 11.87 40,28 

8% HC1 30.57 12.11 1.01 1..?7 36.54 
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TJSBLE 10 

Xi1d or Lvuiiac_ _ &ei4 

Mjitì Coo$ of 190°C for One 1Io 

Va1ue based on prcent of ovei-.dry weight of ci1u1ose 
Catalyst Levulin- Formic Uridecom- Humic tJnreported 

ic acid acid posed acid by analysis 
ce11iose 

2% H2SO4 37.Sa 15,00 21.91 21.46 
2% 1r ßoith broken in the digestor 
2% 11Cl 3i,1 12.37 0,73 14,88 40,85 
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TiL 1? 

Yieith of LevuU e rcid 

with Cc o 1500C for Two our. 

Catalyst Levulin- Formic Udecom- Huzic Unreported 
ic acid acid posed acid by analysis 

cciiuse * 
2% H2SO4 541 2.03 7.29 O.3 18.16 
2 }lBr 7,92 3.14 3.39 3.38 27.17 
2% 11Cl 25.48 10.10 1i.4 15.07 34.81 

4g 112604 11.35 '.5O à.49 4.O 30.76 
4 r:r 22 , 32 8 96 25 04 10 74 32 94 
4 Hcj. 46,24 18.31 1.45 11.67 22.33 

6% H2SO4 1J.7 7.84 19.96 6.20 46.21 
6% Ir 38,38 15.20 5,71 7.05 33,66 
6% HC1 44.58 17,70 0,61 13,12 23.99 

8% fl2SO4 40.67 16,13 1,90 13,12 28,18 
8% ir 47,24 18,72 0,52 8.87 24,65 
8% ECl 40.15 15.92 0.59 11.40 31.94 



TABLE 12 

Cata1yt Levu,1ii.- ForiÜdcco- thic Unreçorted 
ic acid acid 

rr 
posed acid by analysis 

2% HSO4 27.50 1Ç.90 7.19 20.88 33.53 
2% r 36.38 14.J. 4,81 6.98 35.42 
2% HCI 44,6% 17.71 0.90 12.32 24.45 

4% HSO4 3.34 13.99 9.63 11.25 29.79 
4% Hr 44,16 17,1 2,46 8.51 27.36 
4% llc]. 42,16 16.72 0.01 11.86 29,25 



T/LE 13 

Yields of Levulinic Acid 

Vari.ou 1ìiquid to Solid Ratio 

Details of Cook: Temperature - 150°C 

Time - One Hour 

Xe1d. oi O.D. 
$amDle ceflulo 

5 grams cellulose -- 50 4 HBr 2.74 
2 grams ce1iuloe -- 50 mis. 4 Hr 10.71 
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pit cataLLy$ts. The reference to the effect of' salt 
catalysts on levulinic acid yield$ (14, pp.553_556) in- 
dicated thit metal salts such as zinc, copper, manganese, 

and £er'ic sulfates inhibit the reaction, However, stan- 
nous chloride improved the yields, The starting maten- 
als in this study were agricultural wastes, and no quan- 

titative data was given to indicate the efficiency of 

these salts in promoting or hindering the reactions For 

those reasons, experiiients were carried out on celiulose 

using three iietal sait solutions. These salts were zinc 

chloride, arsenic trichioride, and stannous chloride, 

whose selection was based on the hope that either they 

would tend to promote the solution of the cellulose, or 

the reactions, or both. 

In the first experiiient, four sarrles of two and a 

half grams of cellulose were subjected to a cook of ene 

hour duration at 150°C. These samples were in contact 

with fifty mis, of one, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 molar zinc 

chloride solutions respectively (solutions stabiiized with 

hydrochloric acid). As zinc chloride in a saturated sol- 
ution is a cellulose solvent, it was hoped that under the 

conditions employed, these strength solutions would tend 

to dissolve the cellulose. Such was not found to be the 

case, as there was little or no loss in weight of the 

cellulose after the cook. 
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Thinking that zinc chloride right augment an acid 
in hydrolyzing the cellulose, a run was xìade in contact 

with soluticnz of one, 1/2, 1/4, ¿ixxd 1/8 molar zinc 

chloride in two percent hydrochloric acid. The conditions 

noted above were maintained; that is, a one-hour cook at 
-o lO C. All yields of levulinic acid were considerably 

lower than the yields attained using two percent hydro- 

ehloric acid alone under similar conditions, This would 

indicate that sonic step of the reaction is inhibited, if 
not the hydrolysis, 

AS a final exjeriment, solutions ol' ail three cata- 

lysts were used in conjunction with hydrochloric acid. 

Originally, solutions of these salts were made up to one 

molar with six percent hydrochloric acid. However, the 

tin and arsenic salts hydrolyzed at this acid. concentra- 

tion, so the precipitates were filtered off, and the 

filtr. te used. The same size sample and cooking condi- 

tions that were used in the first two experiments were 

used in this one again with the results being as follows: 

T&BLE 14 

J.Us jf Levulinic Acid with Salt Catalyst- 

6% HCI 
6% HC1 

SnCl2'2H20 in 6 HCÎ 
ASC13 in 6% HC1 

Yield of levulinic aCid 
1pased Oil U.D. ceLulose 

44 . 92 
43.02% 
49 . 27% 
37 .7O 
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The results aire con3itent with those in the liter- 

ature. However, the catalytic effect is small in tny 

case1 Hence, the increase in yield due to the tin sait 

would not compensate for the added cost of the catalyst, 

and no further lxivestigations were made1 

pp usiw WiiOI wood. AS the eventual raw ateriai 

for levulinic acid. production is to be whole wood, it was 

deexied advIsable to make some reiiminary runs on wood as 

indications of the feasibility of tue process azd yields 

to be exji ected. Further, as there is pentosan material 

associated with wood, furfural should also be produced 

under the same conditions that produce levuiixiìc acid. 

This bein.g the ease, there is a possibility of an jute- 

gr.ted levulinic acid-furfural process. It was also in- 

tended to cheek this possibility on the whole wood cooks. 

For the investigation of these ossibiiities, the 

copper autoclave was used. charge consisting of 1O 

grn.s of Douglas fir sawdust (ground to pass a thirty-nyc- 

mesh screen and to oc retained on a sixty-mesh screen) and 

one and a half liters of six percent hydrochloric acid was 

put into the autoclave before it was closed. It ws then 

heated by means of two Fisher burners untIl a sauge pres- 

sure of 54-55 pounds was reached (about ten minutes). At 

this point, the relief valve was opened to bleed off the 

furfural at a rate of one and a half to two liters 



condensate per hour. The burners were then regulated to 

maintain the 54-55 pounds pressure. Attor reaching pres.-. 

sure, the cook wa run for an hours periodically during 

the cook, stearn was aditted to the autoc1avc from the 

external source in order to compensate Lor liquid losses 

during the bleeding-off process, thus maintaining the 

sane acid catalyst concentration thcoughout the cook, 

At the end of an hour, the heat was removed and the auto- 

clave allowed to come to atiiiosphere slowly by ìaeans of 

the relief valve. Deterninations for levulinic acid were 

iiade on the hydrolysate in the usual ianner, while Tollen's 

phlorogiucinide tests (6, p.412) were rìade for fu.rfural 

in the relief condensate. Two different cocks were iaade 

ori whole wood; the differente in them was the rate of re- 

lief, In the cook labeled Number i below, one and a half 

liters of condensate were collected; while in cook Number 

2, two liters were collected, 

TA13LI 15 

percent 
based 

pere cnt 
based 

percent 
based 

percent 
furftt 

levulinic acid 
on OD. wood 
furfural 
on 0,1). wood 
levulinic acid 
on cellulose present 
of theoretical 
ral yield 

23,80 

0.85 

38,60 

23.10 

Coon .i!2 

20.58 

1,59 

34.30 

45.05 
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The percent Levuiinic acid bed on ceUu10 pres- 

¿mt i der±vcd by s uJi that Douglas fir wood cont1ns 

sixty porccnt ccLLuloe, and the theoretical furfural 

yield is coiputed on a haii of ix percent pentos.n con- 

tent of the wood (17, p.658), 

_____ Inauch a 

ali of thc y1cìds of Jevulinic acid heretofore had been 

determined by means of the 1oetz xiethod, this cook was 

made with 1 rge quantity of ce11u1oe in order Lo be 

able to io1ate and purify ¿.i sp1e. The intent of this 

was to make a rough cteck of the analytical procedure, 

to demolIstrate that the acid can be isolated from the 

hydrolysate, and to check sozie physiel constants of the 

purified ac±d4 For theie pu.rposs, LI9,5 grai.is rf eeuu- 

loke and 1,5 liters cf six percent hydrochloric aCid were 

placeU i.ri the autcJave and cocked for one hour et 54-55 

pounds pre3u.re. The details of the cook were siiiar to 

those given in te previous sect.on except thatnno fixrfur- 

al wa bled off. j.t the end of the cock, the residue was 

fiitered off and washed until washings were colorless. 

That required another 1. liters of water. The total sol- 

ution wa evaporated under vacuum to a vo1uxe of one liter, 

and this concentrate extracted with ethyl ether for twenty- 

four hours, The ether was stripped off under vacuurc, 

leaving crude levulinic acid, This crude eid was v&cuui 



distilled, and a fraction boiling from 1350C to 143°C at 

iiin. presswe collected. It was found that this fraction 

amounted to 47.88 grams purified levulinic acid or 37.67 

percent ol' the original oven-dry cellulose. As to boiling 

point, the fraction taken corresponded to the literature 

values (13, pp.651652), while the melting point, found to 

be 21°C to 23°C, was somewhat lower than the literature 

value of 30°C to 32°C. 
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DISCU5ION 

Froni a survey of the tht and graphs, it can be seen 

that the yields of levulinic acid vary widely and some- 

tiries peculiarly, Still, some gener1 staternents may 

safely be made4 

The best catalyst from a standpoint of yield and ec- 

onorli! is hydrochloric acid, Although in some ranges of 

temperature, tines, and concentrations, hydrobroìnic acid 

showed higher yields than hydrochloric, these yields are 

not high enough to compensate for the higher cost of the 

acid. Sulfuric acid, though the ideal catalyst from a 

cost point of view, showed. inferior yields. only at 

longer tiiies, higher concentrations, and higher tempera- 

tures did the yields with this acid approach the yields 

with the other acids. 

In glancing ovor graphs number £ and 
71 

an interest- 

ing cyclic tendency is seen. At two percent acid catalyst 

concentration, all catalysts show a sharp increase in 

yield going from 150°C to 178°C. However, at four percent 

the hydrochloric acid curve shows a less srp increase 
o 

in going to 170 C, though the hydrobroriLic and sulfuric 

acid curves still show high rates o increase. In fact, 

the four percent hydrobroniic acid yield at 170°C for one 

1, These graphs are on pagez 54 and 55. 
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hour is the highest one found, At six percent catalyst 

concentration, the yield with hydrochloric acid actually 

showed a decrease froa lbO°C to 17000, while the rate of 

increase of yield from hydrobroiiic is much less than be- 

fore, The yield with sulfuric acid is still increasing 

at a. good rate, With eight percent catalysts, both 

hydrochloric and hydrobroiiic acids show decreised yields, 

while the rate of increase for sulfuric acid is consider- 

ably less. With two percent catalysts again, both the 

sulfuric and hydrochloric acids show decreased yields in 

going from ii& to io°c, and it is assumed that the 

yield with hydrobroniic would also decrease over this texup- 

crature interval. Thus the cycle seeiis to be hydrochlor- 

ic acid reaching the otii.i yield point first, followed 

by bydrobroxaic acid sztd by sulfuric acid, Froxa these 

graphs it appeared that texaperatures beyond 190°c and con- 

centratiens beyond two percent at 190°C were not worth- 

while investigating. 
:i. 

In looking at grahs 4 and 5 , there are a few 

points whose location is hard to explain satisfactorily. 

For exaxnple, the flat sloe of the graphs of the two per- 

cent acid catalyst between one and two hours is not readi- 

ly explained. Yet, a rerun was rn.ade on this cook, and 

1. These graphs are on pages 52 and 53. 
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the va1ue of both runs did not differ by nore than one 

percent. Again the cyclic nature of the results is to 

be notei, The rnaxixau yield for hydrochloric .c1d pre- 

cedes the inaximuji for hydrobroiic, whose maximun in turn 

COiCS befare sulfuric acidts, In the case of sulfuric 

acid, the rnaxthuin point ivay not have been investigated4 

In fact, for tIie two lower cat.lyst concentrations, the 

yieldS from both hydrobrornic and sulfuric acids were 

stili increïsing sharply at the three-hour point. How- 

ever, it was felt that cooking times in excess of three 

}ours would be uneconor1cal. This conclusion was made 

on the basis of havinZ attained good yields in shorter 

times, and shorter cooking periods in an industrIal op- 

oration mcai higher over-all yields from a given piece 

of equipment per operating period. 

The results depicted in graph Nwer 8 on page 56, 

show the yields of levulinic acid as functions of tiir 

and concentrations of catalyst. The form that these 

curvos take are rather unusual i;ydrochloric acid yields 

almost a straight line, indicating that an operator of 

the process could easily alter the conditions to suit the 

economic factors prevalent at the time. For example, 

should a lower concentration of catalyst be advisable 

from a point of view of generai all-around econo, long- 

er times with a dii'te catalyst would be used. If a 
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higher rate of production with a somewhat higher unit 

cost is detred, higher ccncentrations of catalyst with 

shortor tiie would be used. Hydrobroruic acid and sui- 

furi..c &cid curves are less direct. It was anticipated 

that curves of these acids would also aproxiate 

straight lines. The fact tney did not aight be ex2iain- 

eì on a basis of optimui temperatures of the reectin, 

Hydrochloric acid, at lO0C, is near its optiuu.ii texp 

erature, while the optimuii temperature for hyth'obromic 

acid would appear to be around 170°C. Sulfuric acid's 

optimum temperature apprentiy is above 170°C. Thus, if 

data were availabe, and graphs of levulinic acid yield 

against tic and concentration of catalyst were drawn at 

17000, for example, the curves for hydrobroiic and Sui- 

furie acids might approach straight lines. 

From all coriiderticns, it would appear that a 

eoo using six percent hydrochloric acid for crie hour at 

lbO°C should provide the best all-around economy. This 

conclusion, based on a rather cursoi investigation of 

the cost factors, was arrived at with the following 

reasoning. Hydrobromic acid, although giving the best 

yields, does not give sufficiently high yields to warrant 

its added expense. Sulfuric and hydrochloric acids are 

about the saine price, and in a comparative cook (four 

percent sulfuric at 170°C for one hour with forty percent 

yield) the better yield with the hydrochloric acid would 



offset the suj..furic acid cost advaitage. The temperature 

seiectcd is the lowest studied, and the tiiae ulso the 

shortest; both of these facts lead to economy of operation. 

It may be noted in observIng the tables given on 

pages 29 to 33, that the percent of undccoiuiposed cellu-. 

lose, the percent huniic acid, and the rcet unreported 

by analysis all are somewhat erratic in value. This lacic 

of consistency nay be explained in a general way, in 

cooks at low tenperatures and catalyst concentrations for 

short times, the amount of undeconiposed cellulose is rei- 

atively large. With harsher cooking conditions and longei 

times, this cellulose tends to be completely hydrolysed, 

and the unount of humic substance becomes greater. Again 

a cycle is apparent in that complote cellulose hydrolysis 

occurs first with hydrochloric acid cooks and last with 

sulfuric acid, For similar levulinic acid yields, sulfur- 

Ic acid produces the greatest anount of humic sub 8tance 

and hydrobromic the least amounts It would be expected 

that after the optimum levulinic acid yield has been 

reached, more humic acid would be formed with an increase 

in one or more of the variables0 TIis was found to be 

the case, but the increase in humic acid ws not propor- 

tional to the decrease in levulinic acid yield. A a 

consequence, the column headed "urncported by analysis" 

shows higher valucs, These higher values are undoubtedly 
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due to the forlQation of itore carbon d1oxid rather than 

to n increase in the sugar content of the hydrolysate. 

In fact, in such case s, the reaction boribs tended to ex- 

plode uJork opening with enough force that a s:ecia1 bo 

opener had to be used in order to avoid loss of the sam- 

pie. Cases in point are the one-hour, six and eight 

percent, 170°C runs in Table 9, page 30. 

The final CQIWm, then, tnù to show high v.1ues 

in cooks using :Jld conuitions. These values probably 

can be attributed to sugars present in the hydrolysate, 

At optimw. levulinic acid yield points, the values of 

the unanalysed portion decrease and finally tend to rise 

in cooks using norc intense cenditions. In this 

last cabe, the high vaiue are presuzably due to the 

carbon dioxide. 

It was Inferred previously that salt catalysts do 

not increase the yields sufficiently to warrant their 

added cost. t the saine time, the negative effect of 

iron and zinc salts should be borne in :ind when consider- 

i equipient arid chemicals. 

The cooks on whole wood show that this iateria1 
should serve as a starting material for levulinic acid 

xanufacture. Also it appears that an integrated process 
for the rianufacture or levulinic acid and furfural is 

possible. The feasibility of a coined procoss would 
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bv to be judged on the v&1u of furfurJ. as copired 

with thc cost of the recovery process, yields of lvu- 

lnic acid arc not quite as high (when based on cellulose 

present) as wcr obtained in pure cellulose cooks, in- 

dcting a readustent of conditions ry have to be 

made. Tais would also be true if recovery of furfural 

is to be considerod. 
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SUM1ARh 

Levuliflic acid was produced froii cellulose In vai'y- 

ing D4flC)UfltS . 1ajor yield dGter:ining factors were found 

to be temper.ture, time, cata1yt, and concentration of 

cata1yt. Investigations were carried out using texuper- 
o O 

atures from 150 C to 190 C; tiznes from one to tiree hours; 

and catalysts including hydrochloric acid, hydrobrcmic 

acid, sulfuric acid, and various salt catalysts, Acid 

catalyst concoatrations were varied front two to oight 

percent. Froua these investigations, the optimum. candi.- 

tlons selected for levulinic acId production fron eeuu- 

lose were taken as six percent hydrochloric acid in con- 

tact rith the cellulose for one hour at lO0C, JIth 

these conditicn iaintaIned, a yield of levulinic acid 

equal to 45.91 percent of the oven-dry cellulose was 

obtained. Further, it was found that wood, when sub jeted 
to similar conditions, also yields levulinic acid along 

with some furfural, 
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GRAPH FOR TABLE NUMBER 8 
Conditions during cook: 
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GRAPH FOR TABLE NUMBER 9 

Conditions during cook: 

170°C for I hour 
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GRAPH FOR TABLE NUMBER II 

Conditions during cook: 
150°C for 2 hours 
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GRAPH NUMBER 4 

Variation ¡n Levulinic Acid Yield 

with Time 

Temperature- 150° C 
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GRAPH NUMBER 5 

Variation in Levulinic Acid Yield 

with Time 

Temperature - 150° C 
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GRAPH NUMBER 6 

Variation in Levulinic Acid Yield 

with Temperature 

Time - I Hour 
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GRAPH NUMBER 7 

Variation in Levulinic Acid Yield 

with Temperature 

Time - i Hour 
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GRAPH NUMBER 8 

Variation in Levulininic Acid Yield 

With Time and Concentration 

of Catalyst 
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